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biections to dam removal don't hold water
Demolishing flawed Matilija Dam in Ventura County will restore ecosystem
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By John Krist
jhrlst @UenntraCountg S tar c om.

1zn America's dam-building heyday,

I it was easy to slap a whopping big
I plle ol concrete across a river.

L Between 1935 and 196b, when,
America was completing big dams
almost too:fast to counfthem, such
concerns as Native American ireatv
rights, the needs of fish and the
recreational value of running water
were considered subordinate to dther

,imperativesi the pursuit of private
wealth, the defense of national
security, the quest for power. In the
absence of any significairt regulatory
rmpedlments, tremendous
construction projects could be carried'
out with a speed that seems
incomprehensible today. 

-

Hoover Dam, the most
breathtaking engineering achievement
of its time, rose above tlie Colorado
River in less than four years.
Bonneville Dam on the Columbia,
another Depiession-era project, aiso
was completed in a mere four years.

Dams wear out, silt up, ceaib to
make ecanomic sense. But removing
them when they become dangerouslr
obsolete is much more difficrit today,
than Quilding them was 40 on.50 yeirs
ago. Ventura County tesidents ari
!9!1S offered a lesson in just how
difficult this process can be as they
watch the slow progress of one ofihe

. most elhborate dam-removal projects
; in American history: tne aeniotiiion bf
Matilija Dam, which after more than
five years of work and study has
entered its most delicate stage.

Although a remarkable coalition of
interests has united behind the effort,
a small but insistent chorus of
dissenters has in recent weeks raised
objections that could; it pursued in the .

courts, bring the pqojecfto a halt
before a single chunk of crumbling
concrete has been removed.

Analysis of the documentary record.
suggests most of the objectioni are
without merit. But the dissenters don't
have to win a courtroom battle or even
prgs-en! aparticularly compelling case 

-

to block the Matilija projeit. Rtlttrey
have- to do is delay it long enough for
the fragile fundin! arrangementl to
unravel.-In light of that, it's important
for the discussion of project inipacts to
be as careful and accurafe as potsible,
a1{ for everyone involved to fu;t-*'
their eves on the overarc.hino on"l.
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, photos by John Kdst / Shr staflMatilija'Dam was oompleted in 1948 in a narrow canyon 16 rniles north of Ventura. A coalition has beenworking to remove the dam and restore the arei's a.*yrt;;. opponuoti; 
"ojiJiilrr 

ir-'t"ulur'io JJJ' ir..'udemolition aryd, thus, endanger its funding. : rrvqrer'r tv usr".v Lrr\i

rfrfte district has had half
I a century to devise a

long-term solution to this
water-supply problem. It
hardly seems fair now to
lay it at the feet of the
dam-removal project

:

way since 1998, when local advocates
secured federal support for a
feasibility study. (The study process
has taken longer to complele than '

Hoover Dam took to build.) Strategies
fortaking out the dam and dealing-
with the sediment behind it are
detailed in a draft environmenfal

Iimited; What's more, the reservoir
could vanish even sooner than
projected.

One big storm

.-Continuing sediment deposition
will reduce Matilifa Reservoir's
ganacity tb 150 acre-feet by 2010and
less than 50 acre-feet by 2020,
according to the draft BIR. Those
estimates, however, are based on the
hJ/eragg deposition rate. According to
the sedimentation study conductei bt'
the U.S. Army Corps df Engineers, the
great majority of the 6 millibn cubic
yards of debris trapped behind the
dam was deposited there in a .

remarkably brief period, in a series of
huge pulses.

The 1969 floods alone deposited
1.6 million cubic yards of sediment,
the report estimates. Of the 1.4
million cubic yards deposited in the
reservoir since then, almost all was
transported during big storms in
1978, 1992,1995 and 1998, according
to the report.

'What this means is the Matillia
Reservoir, which has only about-
pq7r00.0 cubic yards of water storage
left in it, is reallyjust one
exceptionally wet winter - one really
big_storm - from disappearing.

_ Presumably, Casitas management
has knod'n for years that it faced the
llkely lqss of water supplied by Matiliia
Dam, either through expiration of the
Iease. continued deferioration nf tho




